
FED REQ 1:
ACCESS TO COMMUNITY

How do you support people to be
with others without a disability?
How do you support people to control
their own personal resources?

1.

2.

FED REQ 2:
CHOICE OF SETTING

How do you document that your service is
what the individual wants to use?

How does someone let you know that they
want to be elsewhere?

How do you ask if someone wants their
own room or not? 

1.

2.

3.

FINAL RULE
REMEDIATION
CONSIDERATIONS 

How do you help someone make choices
about the types of services they use? How
do you help someone work with a person
they really want to work with?

FED REQ 4: INDEPENDENCE
In what ways do you ensure that you
do not get in the way of the  choices
someone gets to make and who they

interact with?

FED REQ 3:
RIGHT TO BE TREATED

WELL
What practices do you have with
regard to treating people with
respect?
Do you provide a document of
rights in an accessible manner?
How often do you go over this
document and/or provide training
regarding rights?

1.

2.

3.

FED REQ 5: CHOICE OF
SERVICES AND SUPPORTS

Some questions to consider and items to explicitly highlight when
submitting your documents or creating a remediation plan



FED REQ 7:
PRIVACY

FED REQ 8:
SCHEDULE AND 
ACCESS TO FOOD

FED REQ 9:
RIGHT TO VISITORS

FED REQ 10:
ACCESSIBILITY

FED REQ 6: RESIDENTIAL AGREEMENT

ALIGNING YOUR PRACTICE WITH
YOUR DOCUMENTATION

Do you use a written agreement that
provides protections for each person living
at the home and is comparable to the
jurisdiction's landlord tenant law?

What types of
conversations do you have
regarding having lockable
bedroom doors and their
uses?
What process is there for
choosing roommates?
Are individuals to furnish
and decorate their room
based on their preferences
within the context of the
residential agreement?

1.

2.

3.

How do you support people with
making their own

daily/weekly/monthly schedules?
How do you ensure that everyone

in the home is able to have
access to food at any time? 

1.

2.

Does the home allow
individuals to receive
visitors at any time?

Are individuals able to
access any and every part of
the home? What types of
accessibility features does
the home have?

While you may already be practicing a good portion of the Federal
Requirements, it is pertinent to reflect these practices in your documents. 


